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Abstract—Background. Open Source Software (OSS) is experi-
encing an increasing popularity both in industry and in academia.
Aim. We investigated models for the selection, evaluation, and
adoption of OSS, focusing on factors that affect most the
evaluation of OSS. Method. We conducted a Systematic Literature
Review of 262 studies published until the end of 2019,

to understand whether OSS selection is still an interesting topic
for researchers, and which factors are considered by stakeholders
and are assessed by the available models. Result. We selected
60 primary studies: 20 surveys and 5 lessons learned studies
elicited the motivations for OSS adoption; 35 papers proposed
several OSS evaluation models focusing on different technical
aspects. This Systematic Literature Review provides an overview
of the available OSS evaluation methods, highlighting their limits
and strengths, based on the wide range of technicalities and
aspects explored by the selected primary studies. Conclusion.
OSS producers can benefit from our results by checking if they
are providing all the information commonly required by potential
adopters. Users can learn how models work and which models
cover the relevant characteristics of OSS they are most interested
in.

Index Terms—Open-source software, software selection, soft-
ware adoption, software quality models

I. INTRODUCTION

The foundation of the Open Source Initiative dates back
to 19981. Since then, Open Source Software (OSS) has been
gaining growing interest and popularity both in industry and
in academia, but there are a few reasons that prevent OSS
from being even more widespread. First, reasonably detailed
and up-to-date user documentation is sorely lacking for a
large number of OSS projects. So, many potential end-users
get frustrated when they start evaluating an OSS product
that they would like to adopt, because of the large degrees
of uncertainly about the intent and technical aspects of the
OS product and project [1], [2]. Second, many end-users do
not trust OSS products, because they confuse OSS solutions
with free software. Moreover, objective assessment of the
quality of OSS solutions is quite difficult to accomplish [3]–
[7], especially because collecting the information required for
evaluation is difficult [8].

To support the adoption of OSS, several evaluation models
have been proposed (e.g., [SP1], [SP2], [SP12] an [SP13]).
These models aim at supplying potential users with the in-
formation needed for deciding whether to use a given OSS

1https://opensource.org

product or not. The goal of this Systematic Literature Review
(SLR) is to identify, analyze, and classify the OSS models
used during the selection, evaluation, and adoption of OSS.
We consider with particular attention the evaluation areas and
the factors addressed by the OSS evaluation models.

The ultimate goal of the SLR is to inform practitioner on the
OSS evaluation models that are available, the kind of evalua-
tions that can be achieved, and their effectiveness and extent.
Our results will help practitioners make effective decisions
about which models are more suitable in their context and
how reliable and exhaustive the achieved indications can be.
Our results will also enable researchers to identify gaps in the
current OSS adoption literature.

We analyzed 262 studies published from the foundation
of the Open Source Initiative (1998) up to December 2019.
We consider both models targeted to end users, such as
models to support end-users in selecting the most appropriate
OSS application, and models for practitioners, including the
selection of the most appropriate OSS components, libraries,
frameworks, and other tools to be integrated in the software
they deliver. The complete list of the 262 papers selected is
available in the replication package 2.

Many papers concerning OSS adoption have been published
in the last twenty years. These papers mainly introduce OSS
quality models or adoption processes that allow users to select
OSS products or evaluate some specified characteristics, based
on a predefined process.

Hauge et al. [9] reported a SLR on the adoption of OSS in
software-intensive organizations. They analyzed how compa-
nies select CASE tools and OSS components to be integrated
in their development process, considering papers published
between 1998 and 2008. The authors suggest an OSS adoption
framework addressing Using OSS CASE tools, Integrating
OSS Components, Participating in OSS Communities, Provid-
ing OSS Products, Using OSS Development Practices.

Sbai et al. [10] investigated the information that can be
automatically extracted from OSS repositories to support the
adoption process. They also reported a classification of the
information provided in seven papers, considering seven adop-
tion models and two surveys. Their purpose was different from
ours, and they only reported the factors related to the infor-

2www.taibi.it/raw-data/SLR OSS Adoption RawData



mation that can be automatically extracted from repositories,
without reporting on other factors. Moreover, the selection of
the models was performed in a non-systematic manner.

Our work differs from previous reviews as follows.
Goal: We aim at comparing the existing OSS adoption and

selection models and understanding the main factors influenc-
ing the adoption of OSS. We consider models for developers
that need to select the most appropriate OSS component
and models for end users that need to select an existing
product. Instead, Hauge et al. [9] aimed at understanding
how companies adopt OSS and, especially, how OSS CASE
tools are adopted. Sbai et al. [10] aimed at identifying which
information should be considered by an OSS selection tool.

Timeframe: Our review is more recent, as it includes studies
published until 2019, while Hauge et al. reviewed papers
between 1998 and 2008.

Comprehensiveness: Our search strategy encompassed eight
search engines, as suggested by Kitchenham [11], [12] and
uses the systematic snowballing process [13]. Moreover, we
included papers from relevant journals and conferences and
all papers referenced in our identified studies. As a result, we
analyzed many more papers than surveied in [9] and [10].

Analysis: We provide a short summary and a detailed result
of each paper (see Appendix A), which can be useful as a
reference for future work or as a quick overview of the selected
works.

We can summarize our contributions as follows:
– We identified a set of 262 studies addressing OSS se-

lection models, which researchers can use as a basis for
future investigations into OSS adoption models.

– A subset of 60 studies, of which 20 surveys and 5 lesson
learned reporting the motivation for the adoption of OSS,
and 35 studies reporting evaluation models. For each
model identified, we considered the availability of support
tools as well as empirical validations, and we extracted a
set of factors, measures, and information that characterize
the analyzed models.

– A synthesis of the evolution and the current motivation
for OSS adoption.

– A synthesis of the existing OSS adoption and evaluation
models.

Paper structure: The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: In Section 2, we present the SLR process and
the methodology adopted in this work. We also define the
research questions and describe the criteria for the selection
of primary studies. In Section 3, we illustrate the information
extracted from the reviewed papers. Section 4 discusses the
results obtained. In Section 5, we explain the threats to validity
of the SLR. Finally, in Section 6 we draw conclusions and
provide an outlook on future work.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

We adopted the protocol proposed by Kitchenham et al.
[11], [12], in combination with the systematic snowballing
process proposed by Wohlin [13].

TABLE I: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Criteria Assessment Criteria Step
Inclusion Papers not peer-reviewed (i.e. blog, forum ...) referenced

at least in two of the selected studies
T/A

Exclusion

Papers not fully written in English T/A
Duplicate paper (only consider the most recent version) T/A
Position papers and work-plan (i.e. paper that does not
report results)

T/A

Only the latest version of the papers (e.g., journal papers
that extend conference papers will be excluded if they
are referred to the same dataset)

T/A

Papers where models, methods, or tools are not clearly
reported in the abstract.

A

A. Goal and Research Questions

Based on the goals stated in the introduction, we defined
two main research questions (RQs).
RQ1. What OSS evaluation, selection, and adoption models

have been proposed so far?
RQ2. What are the common factors that are considered in the

selection, evaluation, and adoption process?

B. Search Strategy

1) Bibliographic Sources Identification: We combined au-
tomatic and manual search activities to optimize results. The
bibliographic sources we selected are ACM digital Library,
IEEEXplore Digital Library, Science Direct, Scopus, Google
Scholar, Citeseer library, Inspec, and Springer link.

2) Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: We defined criteria to
be applied to title and abstract (T/A) or to full-text (F), as
reported in Table I. We considered also papers that may have
had an impact in academic studies and practical application,
even though they did not go through the usual reviewing
process of scientific publications.

3) Primary Study Selection Query: We applied the
following query:
(‘‘evaluation’’ OR ‘‘selection’’ OR
‘‘adoption’’ OR ‘‘evaluation model*’’
OR ‘‘selection model*’’ OR ‘‘adoption
model*’’) AND (‘‘Open Source Software’’ OR
‘‘OSS’’ OR ‘‘FLOSS’’ OR ‘‘Libre Software’’
OR ‘‘Free Software’’)

4) Search and Selection Process: The search was con-
ducted in December 2019 including all the publications avail-
able up to that date. The application of the searching terms
returned 2504 unique papers.

Applying Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria to title and
abstract: After testing and refining the applicability of inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria as suggested by Kitchenham [12],
we applied the refined criteria to the retrieved papers. Each
paper was read by two authors and in case of disagreement
a third author was involved to decide whether to include or
exclude the paper. Out of 2504 retrieved primary studies, we
retained 262.

Full text reading: We read the 262 papers, applying the
criteria defined in Table I: 68 papers were selected as relevant.

Snowballing: We performed the snowballing [13] itera-
tively, until no additional primary studies were identified.



Snowballing resulted in identifying 7 additional relevant pa-
pers, which were added to the selected set to be reviewed.

5) Assessing the Suitability of the Selected Papers: We
aimed at selecting only papers that contain models or methods
for OSS selection, evaluation, or adoption. To this end, we
applied the assessment criteria given in Table III: each primary
study was assigned a score on a four-point Likert scale (poor,
fair, good, excellent), and only studies rated “fair” or better
were selected. As a result, of the 75 primary studies previously
selected, only 60 were finally retained.

TABLE II: Search and selection results

Step # papers
Retrieval from bibliographic sources 2504
Inclusion and exclusion criteria -2271
Fulfill reading -165
Snowballing 7
Assessment criteria -15
Papers identified 60

The 60 papers considered in this review—as well as the 15
finally discarded—are listed in the References.

C. Data Extraction

Seven pieces of information were extracted from each study
as reported in Table IV.

TABLE III: Assessment criteria definition

Id Assessment Criteria Criteria Definitions
AC1 Evaluation purpose The paper clearly states the evaluation

areas
AC2 Model type The paper clearly identifies the approach

defined to evaluate OSS and the sup-
port provided by the methodology for
the evaluation process (i.e., definition of
checklists, guidelines, keywords, . . . )

AC3 Is there a selection,
evaluation, and/or adop-
tion model/methodology
reported in the paper?

The paper clearly shows evidence about
models or methodologies for the selec-
tion, evaluation, and/or adoption process.
We also took into account contributions
not clearly performed for OSS, but with
clear evidence of usage and validation in
an OSS context.

AC4 Model Usabil-
ity/Repeatability

The paper clearly describes repeatable
and usable models, who describe all the
steps and the measures needed to apply
them.

AC5 Factors, Measures and In-
formation to be analyzed

The paper clearly identifies set of factors,
measures, and information (both standard
or newly defined in the paper) to be
analyzed.

AC6 Empirical validation The paper clearly reports the availability
of empirical validation for the proposed
model/methodology, such as case studies,
controlled experiments, and others.

III. RESULTS

The 60 selected primary studies were published between
2004 and 2019, with a peak—accounting for 40% of the
papers—between 2010 and 2011 (see Figure 1). The selected
papers have an average of 15.3 citations per paper, a maximum
of 142, and a minimum of 0. The most influential papers only
address two topics: Motivations and Adoption Model. All other

TABLE IV: Data Extraction Form and Related Research
Questions (if applicable)

Extracted Data RQs
Publication Year n.a.
Number of Citations extracted from Google Scholar. We adopted
Scholar instead of other bibliographic sources since we believe it
is the most comprehensive citation counter, also including citations
from practitioners white-papers

n.a.

Goal of the paper. For instance, the paper goal can be to evaluate
the OSS maturity or quality

RQ1

How it was built. Models can be built based on the experience of the
authors, based on the results of a case study, of a set of interviews
or a combination of the previous one.

RQ1

How it works. Models can be applied with different approaches such
as checking the availability of a set of factors listed in a checklist
without downloading or trialing the tool or downloading the OSS
product and measuring some of its characteristics.

RQ1

Availability of tools to apply the models or methodologies RQ1
Factors, measures, and information to be analyzed RQ2

topics (such as Risk model, Reliability model, etc.) were not
investigated widely.
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Fig. 1: Publications distribution

As for the research questions given in Section II, the primary
studies analyzed in this work contribute as follow.

A. RQ1: What OSS evaluation, selection, and adoption models
have been proposed so far?

To answer this RQ, we classify the selected papers in three
sub-categories.
Models. Algorithms or methods to evaluate specific charac-
teristics of the OSS under consideration.
Surveys. Collections of information from users that already
adopted OSS; these are useful to provide potential adopters of
OSS with insights form those who already use OSS.
Lessons Learned. Context-specific evaluation of OSS, derived
from case studies, that could be valuable to users that need to
adopt OSS in similar contexts.

35 primary studies (58.3%) propose models for different
characteristics of OSS products such as their maturity or
quality (see column “Scope” of Table V).

20 studies (33.3%) are surveys on the adoption of OSS, de-
scribing adoption processes, motivation and issues in different
contexts and analyzing the characteristics or reported lessons
learned by performing case studies or surveys on users that
are using or that are adopting OSS, as reported in Table VI.



The remaining 5 papers (8.3%) derived lessons learned from
case studies.

We classified the selected papers according to four charac-
teristics, as reported in Table V and Table VI. The meaning
of the tables’ columns is given below.
Scope: The goal of the investigation. For instance, some
surveys investigate the factors that affect the quality of OSS
and describe models that support users to evaluate the quality
of OSS products.
How it was built: The process adopted in primary studies:

– Case Studies. Single or multiple case studies performed
in companies or on OSS projects.

– Interviews are often adopted to collect information from
OSS users.

– Experience. OSS evaluations based on the experience of
the authors.

How it works: The approach to evaluate OSS is classified
in checklists, measurement and the combination of checklists
and measurement:

– Checklist. This is an experience-based model, where the
evaluation is commonly based on two steps. The user
needs to extract information concerning an OSS product
according to a checklist. In most cases, this is done by
just crawling for information on the official website; in
other cases, the product is also trialed.

– Measurement. Several papers propose the application of
multiple measures that can be collected manually or from
existing tools. As an example, some adoption models
recommend to analyze the size of the source code in
terms of lines of code, while other requires to identify
the different development languages adopted in the tool.

As for the models’ scope, adoption and evaluation are by far
the most common ones. Other purposes, such as those related
to evaluating process, testing, reliability, and security, are
defined as extensions of closed source models by adding OSS
community aspects and source code analysis as criteria, which
are not available in closed source software. Less than half
of the 20 selected surveys investigate adoption motivations.
The other half investigate different OSS characteristics such as
economic factors, testing processes, and quality characteristics.

The vast majority of models (21 out of 35) identified the
factors to be evaluated based on a single case study, while 4
models combined the motivations collected from OSS user’s
interviews with a case study. Five models base their factors
only on the experience of the authors and five models on the
results of a set of interviews (VI, column “How it was built”).

The vast majority of the models require that an importance
weight be assigned to each factor. Models built based on case
studies or on authors’ experience commonly require the spec-
ification of the factors’ importance based on the experience of
the assessor, while models built based on interviews commonly
propose to weigh the factors based on the importance indicated
by the interviewees.

14 models are based on the combination of checklist and
measurement, 13 require only the evaluation of the list of

factors reported in a checklist, 8 propose the measurement
of a set of factors.

As for surveys and lessons learned, 13 out of 20 aim at
identifying the adoption motivations while the remaining 7
have different scopes such as reliability, trustworthiness, risk
management and others.

Providing stakeholders with tools that support the appli-
cation of OSS evaluation models would likely increase the
applicability of these models and thus make the adoption of
OSS solutions more widespread. However, only few of the
papers analyzed in this SLR provide stakeholders with tool
support: 22 papers list the availability of a set of tools, 4
papers provided a set of detailed checklists and guidelines to
simplify the work of the stakeholders, and 8 papers reported
the implementation of their proposed theoretical and statistical
models to support the evaluation of OSS products, but did not
publish the tools (Table VII).

Only two tools mentioned in the reviewed papers have a
web page that is still available and up-to-date (Table VII).
Once again, this highlights the need for tools that simplify
the dissemination of selection/adoption/evaluation models in
industry.

B. RQ2: What are the common factors that are considered in
the selection, evaluation, and adoption process?

We analyzed the factors considered as important by models
(Table VIII) and we compared them with those proposed as
evaluation factors in the surveys and lesson learned (Table IX).

The factors reported in Table VIII and Table IX were classi-
fied in eight main groups: Community and Adoption, Develop-
ment process, Economic, Functionality, Licence, Operational
software characteristics, Quality, Support and Service. In the
Tables, we also report the sub-factors that are considered by
the primary studies.

In Figure 2, we plot the percentage of primary studies
dealing with models and primary studies reporting Surveys or
Lessons learned that supported each factor and sub-factor. For
instance, the factor “Community Size” has been mentioned as
important by 6 out of 35 (17%) primary studies describing
models and by 3 out of 25 (12%) primary studies reporting
surveys or lessons learned.

As shown in Figure 2, not all the factors considered impor-
tant by users are taken into account in the evaluation models.

Functional suitability is considered much more important
by models than by surveys and lesson learned.

Economic factors are considered at least five times more
frequently by surveys than models. However, Licence char-
acteristics are by far more important in models. This could
explain the lower importance of economic in models, since
Licence could be a proxy-factor for acquisition costs.

Community and Adoption-related information are consid-
ered both by surveys and models, with some small variance
in one factor (coordination considered only by surveys).

Support and Service is by far more frequently considered by
models. This could be explain because of the easiness of col-



TABLE V: RQ1: Reviewed papers dealing with Evaluation
Models.

ID Scope How it was built How it works
[SP1] Maturity Experience Checklist
[SP2] Maturity Experience Checklist
[SP4] Security Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP7] Maintenance Experience Checklist
[SP8] Risk Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP9] Quality Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP11] Testing Trustworthiness Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP12] Adoption Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP13] Adoption Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP15] Trustworthiness Experience Checklist

Measurement
[SP16] Trustworthiness Case study Measurement

Interviews
[SP17] Selection Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP18] Adoption Cost Case Study Checklist
[SP19] Evaluation Case Study Checklist

Interviews
[SP21] Testing process Case Study Measurement
[SP22] Trustworthiness Case Study Checklist

Interviews Measurement
[SP23] Community Case Study Checklist
[SP24] Community Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP25] Maturity Case Study Checklist

Interviews Measurement
[SP28] Adoption Cost Case Study Checklist
[SP30] Adoption Motivations Case Study Checklist
[SP32] Trustworthiness Interviews Measurement
[SP33] Testing Case Study Measurement
[SP34] Quality Interviews Checklist

Measurement
[SP38] Web portal information Interviews Checklist
[SP41] Web portal information Interviews Checklist
[SP43] Reliability Case Study Measurement
[SP48] Testing Case Study Checklist
[SP49] Adoption Motivations Case Study Checklist
[SP51] Quality Interviews Checklist
[SP52] Risk Experience Measurement
[SP55] Reliability Case Study Measurement
[SP56] Reliability Case Study Measurement
[SP59] Adoption Motivations Case Study Checklist

Measurement
[SP60] Resilience Case Study Checklist

Measurement

lecting information about number of contributors, professional
support, ecc.

Different Operational software characteristics, such as Ma-
turity, Usability and Compliance with standards, are also
considered more important by models, with the exception of
multi-platform support.

The Availability of development process documentation is
considered more frequently by models.

Quality-related factors are considered with a similar fre-
quency both in models and surveys.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The analysis of the literature shows a discrepancy between
the information proposed in evaluation models and the infor-
mation considered useful by practitioners. As also highlighted
in [8], the collection of the factors required to evaluate an OSS

TABLE VI: RQ1: Reviewed papers reporting Surveys and
Lesson Learned.

ID Scope How it was built How it works
[SP3] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP5] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP6] Adoption Motivations Interviews Checklist
[SP10] Selection process Interviews
[SP14] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP20] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP26] Development process Case Study
[SP27] Economic factors Interviews
[SP29] Quality Interviews
[SP31] Adoption patterns Case Study
[SP35] Trustworthiness Interviews
[SP36] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP37] Adoption Motivations Case Study
[SP39] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP40] Cloud Evaluation Interviews Checklist
[SP42] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP44] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP45] Marketing and Communication Interviews

[SP46] Reliability Interviews MeasurementCase Study
[SP47] Testing Interviews
[SP50] Quality Interviews
[SP53] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP54] Adoption Motivations Interviews
[SP57] Adoption Motivations Case Study
[SP58] Risk Case Study

TABLE VII: RQ1: The tools proposed by the evaluation
models

Paper ID Tool Name Tool URL
[SP4] ROSEN (real-time OpenSSL execution

monitoring system)
Not available

[SP11] RAP Tool Not available
[SP13] QSOS www.qsos.org
[SP15] SQO-OSS Not available
[SP22] OMM Tool Not available
[SP31] T-Doc Tool Not available
[SP32] MAcXim Not available
[SP33] QualiPSo Trustworthiness Checklist Not available
[SP34],[SP35],[SP42]
[SP45],[SP46],[SP48]
[SP49],[SP50],[SP56]

Theoretical and statistical model Not available

[SP27],[SP30],[SP44] MOSST Not available
[SP36][SP37] OP2A Checklist Not available
[SP59] OSSPal www.osspal.org

product is very time-consuming, mainly because most of the
information required is not commonly available on the OSS
product portals.

The result of this work could be highly beneficial for OSS
producers, since they could check if they are providing all
the information commonly required by who is evaluating their
products, and maximize the likelihood of being selected. The
result can also be useful to potential OSS adopters, who will
speed-up the collection of the information needed for the
evaluation of the product.

Even in case OSS producers do not enhance their portals
by providing the information listed in Tables VIII and IX,
the results of this work could be useful for practitioners that
need to evaluate an OSS product. The list of factors can be
effectively used as checklist to verify if all the potentially
important characteristics of OSS have been duly evaluated.
For instance, a practitioner could have forgotten to evaluate the
trend of the community activity and he/she could adopt an OSS



TABLE VIII: The factors proposed by the evaluation models

Factor Sub-factors
Functionality ([SP18], Functional Suitability ([SP9],[SP22],[SP34])
[SP49], [SP55],[SP56])
Economic ([SP19]) Cost ([SP1],[SP2],[SP12],[SP18])

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) ([SP34])
Return On Investment (ROI) ([SP34])
Differentiate from competitors ([SP1],[SP2][SP12])
Innovativeness ([SP34])
Clear project management ([SP1],[SP2],[SP13],
[SP17],[SP59])

Licence Licence type ([SP1], [SP2],[SP12],[SP13],[SP17],
([SP18],[SP19], [SP24],[SP34],[SP59])
Law conformance ([SP34])

Community and Adoption Community size ([SP2],[SP8],[SP13],[SP17],[SP24],
([SP11],[SP19],[SP49],[SP55], [SP59])
[SP56]) # developers ([SP2],[SP12],[SP13],[SP15],[SP17],

[SP24],[SP52], [SP54],[SP59])
Availability of forum ([SP34])

Support and Service ([SP1], Contributors ([SP1],[SP2],[SP12],[SP13],[SP15],
[SP2],[SP12],[SP13],[SP17], [SP34],[SP52],[SP59])
[SP24],[SP15],[SP17],[SP18], Quality of professional support ([SP1],[SP2],[SP12],
[SP19],[SP24],[SP43],[SP49], [SP13],[SP17],[SP24],[SP34])
[SP52],[SP59]) Training ([SP1],[SP2],[SP13],[SP17],[SP34])
Operational software Maturity ([SP1], [SP2],[SP12],[SP13],[SP15],[SP17],
characteristics ([SP55], [SP24],[SP34],[SP59])
[SP56]) ”Trialability” ([SP34])

Independence from other sw ([SP12],[SP34])
Adopted sw architecture ([SP59])
Development language ([SP1],[SP2],[SP12],[SP59])
Multiplatform support ([SP1],[SP2],[SP59])
Standard compliance ([SP1],[SP2],[SP12],[SP13],
[SP17])

Development Process Clear Roadmap ([SP34])
[SP19],[SP49],[SP52],[SP55], Availability of development process doc. ([SP1],[SP2],
[SP56] [SP12],[SP13],[SP15],[SP17],[SP24],[SP34],[SP59])

Books/Online ([SP12],[SP13],[SP15],[SP17],[SP24],
[SP34])
Code Documentation ([SP34])
Architectural Documentation ([SP17], [SP34])

Quality ([SP19],[SP21], Code quality([SP12],[SP15],[SP17],[SP21],
[SP43],[SP48],[SP49],[SP55], [SP24],[SP32],[SP33],[SP34],[SP38],[SP41],[SP59])
[SP56]) Reliability ([SP1],[SP2],[SP11],[SP12],[SP13],[SP15],

[SP17],[SP43],[SP59])
Interoperability / Compatibility ([SP34])
Customization Easiness ([SP34])
Flexibility ([SP1],[SP2],[SP13],[SP17])
Maintainability ([SP12],[SP13],[SP15],[SP17],[SP24],
[SP32],[SP34])
Security ([SP1],[SP2],[SP15],[SP17],[SP24],[SP59])
Performance ([SP1],[SP2],[SP15],[SP17],[SP34],[SP59])
Modularity ([SP1],[SP2],[SP13],[SP17],[SP21],[SP32],
[SP34])
Usability ([SP1],[SP2],[SP17],[SP34],[SP49])
Portability ([SP1],[SP2],[SP8],[SP17],[SP34])
Adaptability ([SP1],[SP2],[SP13])
Defect-proneness ([SP7],[SP32],[SP34],[SP38],[SP41])
Change-proneness ([SP7],[SP32],[SP34],[SP38],[SP41])
Testability ([SP21],[SP32]) [SP33],[SP34],[SP38],
[SP41])

product that has a “dissolving” community: this could create
problems in the future because of the lack of maintenance
and updates. The usage of checklist would allow practitioners
to double check if they considered all factors, thus reducing
the potential unexpected issues that could come up after the
adoption.

Future Research Directions. As a result of our findings,
we propose the following directions for future research in this
area. Focus on the definition of a common model (which may
be obtained by merging multiple available approaches) and
favor its adoption through rigorous and extensive validation
in industrial settings. This could increase the validity of the
model and thus its dissemination in industry, where OSS is

TABLE IX: The factors proposed by the evaluation surveys
and lessons learned

Factor Sub-factors
Functionality [SP6] Lack of Drivers in CSS ([SP36])
Economic Cost ([SP6],[SP3],[SP27],[SP31],[SP35],[SP36],[SP37],

[SP39], [SP44],[SP54])
TCO ([SP27],[SP35],[SP36]
ROI ([SP27], [SP35])
Differentiate from competitors ([SP3],[SP5],[SP27],
[SP35],[SP54])
Innovation ([SP3],[SP20],[SP36], [SP54])
Clear project management ([SP6],[SP40])

Licence Licence type ([SP6],[SP35],[SP54])
Law conformance ([SP6],[SP35])

Community and Adoption Community size ([SP6],
([SP35],[SP42],[SP44], Coordination ([SP31],[SP35],[SP54])
[SP45],[SP54]) # developers ([SP6],[SP54])

Availability of forum ([SP35],[SP54])
Support and Service Contributors ([SP35])
([SP6],[SP36],[SP37],
[SP44],[SP53],[SP54])
Operational sw Maturity([SP54])
characteristics ”Trialability” ([SP3],[SP5])

Independance from other sw ([SP54])
Development language ([SP35])
Multiplatform support ([SP6],[SP40],[SP54])
Standard compliance ([SP35])

Development Process Clear Roadmap ([SP6],[SP20])
([SP6],[SP31]) Documentation ([SP29],[SP35],[SP54]

Books/Online ([SP35],[SP54]
Architectural Documentation ([SP35],[SP54])

Quality Code quality ([SP6],[SP35],[SP42],[SP44],[SP54])
Reliability ([SP3],[SP6],[SP35],[SP37],[SP53],[SP54])
Interoperability/Compatibility ([SP3],[SP29],[SP39],
[SP54])
Customization Easiness ([SP37],[SP54])
Flexibility ([SP54])
Maintainability ([SP6],[SP35],[SP42],[SP44],[SP54])
Security ([SP35],[SP40],[SP44],[SP54])
Performance ([SP35])
Usability ([SP29],[SP35])
Portability([SP35])
Adaptability ([SP54])
Testing ([SP6],[SP47])
Efficiency ([SP29])

Other Personal Interest ([SP5],[SP14],[SP42],[SP54])
Regulations and Political Influence ([SP6],[SP44])
Accomplishment ([SP14])
Ethical Reasons([SP42],[SP54])
Experience Stimulation ([SP14],[SP20])

still not widely adopted. Several models already exist but,
according to the results of our SLR, they have not been
strongly validated and, as a consequence, adoption has been
limited.

Try to target the models at quality factors that are of real
interest for stakeholders. Most of the available models focus
on the overall quality of the product, but few of them are able
to assess each single factor that composes the overall quality
of the OSS product. This can complicate the assessment of
OSS products by stakeholder, who are interested in specific
quality factors: e.g., developers are likely more interested in
reliability or testability aspects, while business people may be
more interested in cost or maintenance factors, etc..

Develop tools that support the research directions listed
above (i.e., tools able to support and simplify the applicability
of the proposed models during the evaluation of OSS prod-
ucts). Most of the tools mentioned in the primary studies are
prototypes and most of them are not available or maintained
anymore.



Fig. 2: Percentage of papers reporting the different factors

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct validity. The terms adopted in our study are
sufficiently stable to be used as search strings. In order to
assure the retrieval of all papers on the selected topics, we
searched broadly in general publication databases that index
most well-reputed publications. Moreover, we also included
papers from the gray literature when referenced by the primary
studies. Reliability. We defined search terms and applied
procedures that can be replicated by others. In this SLR, the
results were evaluated by three different researchers in order to
minimize errors during the data collection process. We only
used descriptive statistics, so threats to Internal validity are
minimal. External validity Our SLR is generalizable as far as
the primary studies cover completely and accurately the topics
of interest. We believe that the selected primary studies provide
a good overview of the selection, evaluation, and adoption of
OSS.

VI. CONCLUSION

The SLR reported in this work was carried out to acquire
knowledge on the state of the art in the area of models
for quality evaluation during the selection process of OSS

products. Specifically, we focused our study on two research
questions to understand (1) what factors are mainly discussed
by stakeholders during the selection process; (2) what factors
are actually assessed by the available models.

We identified 60 relevant primary studies. The relatively
small number of primary studies identified can be explained by
the fact that the definition of models for OSS analysis emerged
only around the year 2004. However, the topic appears to be
of interest both for the research community (the research field
is still active with several primary studies in the second decade
of this century) and for industry, where the interest for OSS
products has been growing over time but where the adoption
of OSS is still limited due to the difficulty of assessing its
quality.

We believe that the identified primary studies present a good
deal of material that can be used to provide answers to the
research questions under focus.
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